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Artis t Ever Meulen illus trated the new Travel Book for Brussels . Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

French fashion and leather goods house Louis Vuitton is celebrating the spirit of adventure with a new film series
that coincides with the release of its  latest illustrated travel books.

Louis Vuitton often leans into travel-related offerings that play up the brand's origins as a luggage maker. For the
Travel Book series, the label spotlights artists who were enlisted to illustrate a favorite global destination.

Traveling artists
Louis Vuitton describes the Travel Books as "between the travel journal and the sketchbook." The collection's newest
releases explore Australia, Brussels and Shanghai, with each book's respective artist appearing in their own vignette.

Italian artist Gabriella Giandelli boldly interpreted Australia with her preferred medium, colored pencils. She
describes colored pencils as another appendage to her body.
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Gabriella Giandelli explores  the remote wilderness  of Aus tralia in her Travel Book. Image credit: Louis  Vuitton

In her documentary-style spot, Ms. Giandelli begins by discussing magical realism and her early days as an artist.
While Australia does have thriving cities including Sydney and Melbourne, she found her inspiration for the project
by journeying into nature.

"You get to feel this sensation that immerse you in the powerful idea of nature," Ms. Giandelli says. "Very strong,
hard, but also maternal."

Louis Vuitton tapped Belgian artist Ever Meulen to illustrate Brussels, which he describes as "a city where all [his]
heroes lived."

In the campaign film, Mr. Meulen describes being in awe when he first arrived in the Belgian capital in the 1950s. He
also explains how the playful and interpretative nature of drawing appeals to him, although he has experimented
with other media such as photography.

"For me, drawing is a game," Mr. Meulen says. "It is  my favorite game."

The Travel Book for Shanghai was illustrated by Nigerian-born artist Otobong Nkanga. As part of her process, she
took more than 10,000 photographs around the city's different neighborhoods.

Ms. Nkanga describes her research and creative processes, but has a more freestyle approach when it comes to the
images themselves. She also explains the surreal contrast of Shanghai's skyscrapers against the dusk sky.

"It's  hard to draw because there are some things that you want to draw, but you feel you won't be able to catch the
essence of it because it's  something you have to feel," Ms. Nkanga says.

Otobong Nkanga shares her experiences in Shanghai with Louis Vuitton

Each film includes footage of the featured destination, resembling home movies. This content is contrasted with
scenes of the artists at work and shots of their illustrations.

Louis Vuitton's Travel Book collection now spans 26 releases. Priced at $56, each book contains about 100 to 120
exclusive drawings as well as an artist biography and travelogue.

Travel guide
Adventure and travel have been important aspects of Louis Vuitton's identity since 1854.

The label has often tied its travel-themed efforts to print products, including its City Guide collection. In a world
inundated by digital advertising, published books offer a long-lasting method for luxury brands to share their story.

Louis Vuitton's Traveller's Tales: Bags Unpacked features the stories of 50 famous travelers, including author Ernest
Hemingway, artist Henri Matisse and fashion icon Karl Lagerfeld. The book's essays are accompanied with
illustrations and shares intimate details about the travelers and their iconic Louis Vuitton luggage (see story).

Beyond the Travel Book collection, Louis Vuitton has a series of photography books merging its fashion and travel
passions.

In each edition of Fashion Eye, a photographer's work in a particular city is explored. Destinations profiled include
Berlin, Geneva, the French Riviera, Monte Carlo and Miami, examining the photographs of Helmut Newton, Saul
Leiter, Peter Lindbergh and others (see story).
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